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Making a tribute gift is a heartfelt way to 

honor and remember a loved one, friend, 

colleague or a special caregiver.

Summit 

Healthcare’s 

Cancer Center
in Show Low, Arizona is here for our 

patients who have been recently 

diagnosed with cancer. We provide 

state-of-the-art treatment and 

incorporate the latest treatment 

options, including chemotherapy and 

radiation therapy, to deliver 

individualized care to our cancer 

patients. Gifts from individuals, 

businesses, foundations and others 

help build our cancer program and 

ensure healthcare excellence close to 

home - for generations to come.

The Wall of Hope is an opportunity specifically designed 

to recognize a meaningful tribute while supporting 

Summit Healthcare’s Cancer Center mission to provide 

exceptional compassionate care, close to home.

As a Wall of Hope donor you may choose a ribbon you 

can inscribe with a short message of hope, gratitude or 

inspiration to an honoree on the Cancer Center’s Wall of 

Hope.

By contributing to the Wall of Hope you not only create a 

permanent memorial,you also help patients who need a 

place to stay or gas cards while they receive treatments 

and provide needed equipment to the Cancer Center. 

Your contribution is restricted to the Cancer Center and 

will be used for our patients to reeive high quality care.

Summit Healthcare Foundation gratefully acknowledges 

the commitment of all those who demonstrate their 

support with a contribution or a pledge. We also 

recognize the quiet dedication of those who wish to 

remain anonymous.

For more information or to create a memorial for the Wall 

of Hope, please visit Summit Healthcare’s Gift Shop or 

call (928) 537-6329.

C A N C E R  C E N T E R
“Rising Above. And Going Beyond.”

Small Ribbon
(3”x 1 7/8”)

$200.00

Large Ribbon
(4” x 2.5”)

$500.00


